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Today, the number of interconnected Internet of	ings (IoT) devices is growing tremendously followed by an increase in the density
of cellular base stations. 	is trend has an adverse e
ect on the power e�ciency of communication, since each new infrastructure
node requires a signi�cant amount of energy. Numerous enablers are already in place to o�oad the scarce cellular spectrum, thus
allowing utilization of more energy-e�cient short-range radio technologies for user content dissemination, such as moving relay
stations and network-assisted direct connectivity. In this work, we contribute a new mathematical framework aimed at analyzing
the impact of network o�oading on the probabilistic characteristics related to the quality of service and thus helping relieve the
energy burden on infrastructure network deployments.

1. Introduction and Motivation

	e uncontrollable growth in the numbers of interconnected
Internet of 	ings (IoT) devices has a tremendously adverse
e
ect on the existing wireless networks [1]. It has been
recently shown that there are more than four million base
stations (BSs) each consuming an average of 2.3MWh per
month [2], and the volume of newly deployed BSs is growing
exponentially, especially in the developing counties. Such an
extreme energy consumption burden has its inuence on the
energy costs, greenhouse e
ect, and global impact on climate
in general [3].

One of the ways to control the increase in the numbers of
newly deployed BSs is to e�ciently utilize the existing system
infrastructure [4] by, e.g., attempting to switch between the
radio technologies instead of “densifying” the deployment
area [5]. 	is paradigm is known as heterogeneous network-
ing [6] as part of the next-generation (5G) systems and
beyond. However, seamless implementation of this approach
is associated with many practical di�culties, e.g., when

the existing infrastructure is owned by di
erent service
providers.

Another potential enabler of green communication is
device-to-device (D2D) connectivity [7, 8]. 	is technique
allows reducing power consumption and improving network
capacity and throughput by utilizing, e.g., unlicensed wireless
spectrum controlled by the operator [9]. Basically, a mobile
device equipped with two or more radio interfaces has an
opportunity to utilize short-range wireless links to communi-
cate with its neighboring nodes by reaching common goals,
like data caching, edge computing, coverage extension, etc.
[10]. As cellular spectrum remains expensive in terms of
capacity and energy, it could be freed with D2D o�oading,
thus enabling green communication [11]. In this regime,
the cellular network is only responsible for controlling the
connection between the user equipment (UE) devices.

One more way to improve the communication quality is
based on the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Histor-
ically, UAVs have already demonstrated their applicability for
weather monitoring, forest �re detection, tra�c control, etc.
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Figure 1: Joint operation of conventional and aerial cells serving D2D links.

[12, 13]. Among the many applications, the use of UAVs for
achieving high data-rate wireless communication is expected
to play an essential role in future wireless systems. In fact,
UAV-aided wireless communication becomes a promising
solution to provide wireless connectivity for devices without
infrastructure coverage [14]. 	ere has been recent interest
in utilizing aerial access points (AAPs) mounted on drones,
which could be utilized for o
ering on-demand connectivity
in cases of imminent network overload. Further, AAPs may
also be utilized to support the scenarios of Public Protection
andDisaster Relief (PPDR)where the connectivity is unavail-
able due to an unpredictable situation [15].

In addition, a recent exciting trend that overtakes the
market is a broad penetration of wearable devices, such as
AR-glasses, smart watches, heart rate monitors, and many
others. 	e functions of those are mostly related to human
condition monitoring. Note that wearable devices typically
have smaller form-factors and thus are limited in terms of
computation and energy, which substantiates a natural step
of employing one of the devices as a gateway for delivering
wearables-generated data to the cloud. Most commonly, a
smartphone is utilized as this more powerful node [16].

In this paper, we assess the architecture of (beyond-)
5G systems where a mobile user is equipped with many
wearable devices that are continuously exchanging data with
the surrounding nodes aswell as the cloud via a gateway node.
For this purpose, the conventional cellular infrastructure is
typically employed, augmented with a D2D-based caching-
enabled relay or utilizing other heterogeneous networking
solutions. In our scenario, an AAP is further used together
with D2D communication to achieve the ultimate goal of
o�oading the existing cellular network as much as possible.
Here, the AAP is expected to provide a control link to the
D2Dpairs located within the overloaded area of interest, thus
relieving the limited cellular spectrum to some extent. 	is
work proposes a new mathematical model to evaluate the
probabilistic characteristics of the proposed system architec-
ture.

	e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Our system
model of the considered scenario is introduced in Section 2.
	is model is solved for the performance metrics of interest
in Section 3. An example illustrating the applicability of the
proposed approach is o
ered in Section 4. 	e last section
concludes the paper.

2. System Model

2.1. Deployment Model. Consider a city square with a mass
event (e.g., a concert) in progress, which is shown in Figure 1.
	e area of interest has a certain number of heterogeneous
UEs acting as gateways for their proximate wearable devices
and is partially covered by the AAP’s connectivity providing
aid in communication o�oading via D2D link management.
Newmobile UE can arrive in the cell according to a stochastic
process and leave it a�er a certain random time due to user
mobility. All objects in the cell can disseminate their content
of interest by utilizing the D2D links.

Since the AAP coverage within the area of interest is lim-
ited and potentially provided by the event holders, wireless
connectivity outside of this zone is only available through
the conventional infrastructure links. 	e primary goal of
the network in the considered scenario is to o�oad as many
communication sessions as possible onto the direct links,
thus enabling more power e�cient content dissemination.
Note that the D2D capacity regarding the quality of service
is constrained due to a limited number of channels in
one collision domain; i.e., one can estimate the number of
D2D pairs that can operate simultaneously under the AAP
coverage for a given application.

Since the conventional metrics in such a scenario are well
studied in numerous works [17, 18], the primary focus of this
paper is set on less popular performance indicators. First, we
consider connection unavailability, i.e., a situation where one
of UE nodes intends to connect to another UE over a D2D
link but that second UE is already occupied or a certain UE
attempts to reach another device outside of the cell but there
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Figure 2: Proposed queuing model.

are nomore available D2D links. Another metric of interest is
the probability of a connection to be discarded, i.e., when one
of the UE nodes leaves the AAP coverage while still having an
active connection with another UE inside the same cell.

2.2. Mobility Model. We assume that the initial UE positions

follow a Poisson point process (PPP) in R
2 with the spatial

density of ��. Let �� = lim��→0��(0, �)/�, where ��(�) is the
probability of a session initiation over the interval (0, �). It
is the temporal intensity of the arrival process from a single
UE. Using the superposition property of the point processes,
we note that the session arrival process is Poisson with the
intensity of ������ sessions per second [19], where �� is the
area of the zone of interest. 	e choice of the UE that initiates
a session is random. Hence, the geometric locations of users
associated with a session are distributed uniformly within the
AAP’s coverage area [20].

To capture the mobility behavior, we assume that humans
move according to a random direction model (RDM, [21]),
since it characterizes the essentials of random movement
while still allowing for a tractable analysis. According to
the RDM formulation, the UE �rst chooses its direction of
movement uniformly within (0, 2�) and then travels in the
selected direction for an exponential amount of time with the
parameter ] at the constant speed of V.

2.3. Model Formalization. We assess the AAP service process
by utilizing a queuing system model illustrated in Figure 2.
We assume that � sessions exist in the system, while there is
a certain external ow of impatient heterogeneous sessions,
which arrive from the outside of the system according to a
Poisson process. Consider that the regular users can connect
directly over D2D, while the external users may employ both
the infrastructure and the D2D connections.

We also assume that the AAP-served UE arrivals follow a
marked point process:� = {�� = (��,��) , � = 1, 2, . . .} , (1)

where �� is the arrival time of ��ℎ user and�� is the UE type,�� = � ∈ {1, 2, . . . �}. 	e service times of type-� UE, i.e.,

the duration of an active session initiated by the �-th UE, and�	 are all random variables with the cumulative distribution
function (CDF):�	 (�) = P {�	 ≤ �} (� = 1, 2, . . . , �) . (2)

Each external session requires exactly one server. 	e
duration of time spent by the �-th user in the D2D service
zone is a random variable �	 with the CDF:�	 (�) = P {�	 ≤ �} (�, � = 1, 2, . . . , �) . (3)

A session is lost during service if the corresponding UE
leaves the cell before this session is completed. An arriving
session is lost when there are no vacant servers (channels)
at the time of its arrival. Finally, a session can be lost if the
distance between the communicating users becomes higher
than a speci�ed value. We remind that, for the introduced
model, we are interested in the performance metrics that
characterize the reliability of the system. Primarily, we derive
the following parameters: session loss probability, system
unavailability, and reliability of a connection.

3. Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the proposed system. First, we
follow a stochastic geometry approach to characterize the
input parameters.	en, we proceed by assessing the speci�ed
queuing system for the performance metrics of interest.

3.1. System Parametrization. To completely parametrize our
model, we need to provide the following input parameters: (i)
distribution of the time interval between UE entries into the
D2D service zone, (ii) distribution of the time spent in the
D2D service area, (iii) probability that UE having an active
D2D session is going to leave theD2Dzone before this session
ends.

Following [22], the time distribution between the cases
when the UEmoving according to the RDMmodel and being
initially distributed uniformly in a certain area of interest hits
a certain subspace follows an exponential distribution. Note
that this result holds when the mean run length in the RDM
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model, V/], is at least 1/4 of the zone of interest; see [22] for
more details. Recall that the stationary distribution of UEs
moving in a certain zone is uniform [21].

To determine the parameter of an exponential distribu-
tion, we consider an area increment of the D2D service zoneΔ� that corresponds to the unit speed V. Assuming a circularly
shaped D2D service zone and recalling that the direction
of the UE movement is distributed uniformly in (0, 2�), we
have the following approximation for the temporal intensity
of users entering the D2D service zone:� = 12�� (� (� + V)2 − ��2) = 12���V (2� + V) , (4)

where �� is the spatial intensity of UE in the area of interest
and � is the radius of the D2D service zone. Observe that the
factor 1/2 accounts for a fraction of UEs moving towards the
D2D service zone.

	e exact distribution of time spent by the UE moving
according to the RDM in a certain enclosed subspace is
unknown even for simple con�gurations of the subspace [23].
In this case, the common procedure is to use a di
usion
approximation with a suitable di
usion coe�cient [24].
However, taking into account our assumptions regarding the
mean run length and the diameter of the D2D service zone,
we observe that in most cases the UE crosses the D2D service
zone without changes in its direction. 	e length of a random
chord,�, which speci�es the distance traveledwithin theD2D
service zone, is given by [25]�
 (�) = 2�√4�2 − �2 , 0 < � < 2�, (5)

with the mean value of �[�] = 4�/�, where � is the radius of
the D2D service zone. 	e distribution of time spent in the
D2D service zone is obtained by scaling the pdf �
(�) by the
movement speed V [26], which leads to�� (�) = 2V�√4�2 − (�V)2 , 0 < � < 2�

V
, (6)

where  is the time spent in the D2D service zone.
Finally, we require the probability that the UE leaves the

D2D service zone before its active session expires. We have
two cases to consider: (i) the session has been initiated before
entering the D2D service area and (ii) the session has been
initiated when the UE is already in the service area. In the
former case, owning to the memoryless property, we do not
need to track the backward recurrence time of the session
and the sought probability is �1 = P{ − ! > 0}, where !
is the service duration. Since  and ! are independent, by
employing a convolution we obtain�1 = ∫∞

0
∫�
0
�� (�) � (� − �) #�#�= ∫2�/V

0
∫�
0

2V�√4�2 − (�V)2�$−�(�−�)#�#�, (7)

which can be produced with a numerical integration.

Let us now determine the probability that the UE leaves
the D2D service zone before its session is completed given
that it was initiated a�er entering the zone, �2. Observe
that since a session is assumed to be initiated randomly and
should progress over the time the UE spends in the D2D
service zone, it is distributed uniformly over  . 	en, the
forward recurrent time that the UE spends in the zone once
its session was initiated at the time instant � is [26]�� (� + � | �) = �� (� + �)1 − %� (�) , (8)

where %�(�) is the CDF of time spent by the UE in the D2D
service zone, which is given by%� (�) = 1�2V tan−1 ( �√4�2V2 − �2) , 0 < � < 2�V. (9)

Substituting (9) into (8), we obtain

�� (� + � | �) = 2 (4�2 − (� + �)2 /V2)−1/22V tan−1 (�/V√� − 4�2 − �2/V2) . (10)

	e unconditional pdf of time that the UE spends in the
D2D coverage zone a�er initiating its session is given by��� (�) = ∫∞0 �� (� + � | �) �� (�) #�. (11)

Further, the sought probability is given by�2 = ∫∞
0
∫�
0
��� (�) � (� − �) #�#�, (12)

which can be produced with a numerical integration.

3.2. Problem Setting. To solve the problem formulated above,
we introduce the system state space �. Let us denote the
system state by the following triplet:� = (3, �, 5→#) , (13)

where 3 = 0, 1, 2, . . . is the number of infrastructure
controlled UEs, � (0 ≤ � ≤ min{8, 3 + [�/2]}) is the number of

occupied channels, and
5→# = (#1, . . . #�) is the vector of states

of the UE. 	e value of #� is set according to the following
rules: (i) #� = 0when the �-th user does not have any ongoing
sessions; (ii) #� = � when the �-th UE is currently connected
to the �-th UE directly; and (iii) #� = ⋆ when the �-th UE
utilizes one of the infrastructure links.

	e overall state space� is then de�ned as a set of triplets:� = {� = (3, �, 5→#) : 3 ∈ Z, � ∈ Z, 5→# = (#1, . . . #�)}.
We introduce a random process ;(�) = {?(�)@(�), 5→!(�), � ∈A+} evolving over �, which enters the state � ∈ � if the
system at time � is in the state �. We also introduce the state
probabilities of the system �(�, �) = P{;(�) = �} and the
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Figure 3: Transition graph of the process;.
steady-state probabilities lim��→∞�(�, �) = �(�). 	e steady-

state distribution of this process 5→� is characterized by linear
equations in the following form:5→B5→� = 5→0 T,5→�T5→$ = 1, (14)

where 5→$ is the vector of ones of the appropriate size and B is
the in�nitesimal generator of the Markov process. One may
solve it by using the conventional techniques; see, e.g., [27].

4. A Numerical Example

To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed model,
consider the simplest case without the pure infrastructure
connected UEs, when

(i) the users arrive into the system according to a Poisson
ow of intensity C;

(ii) the distribution of the sojourn time of any user in the
cell is exponential with the parameter D:� (�) = D$−��; (15)

(iii) the process of contacts between the users is also
Poisson with the intensity of �;

(iv) the duration of the user sessions � has an exponential
distribution with the parameter F:� (�) = F$−��; (16)

(v) only 8 = 3 infrastructure links are available for the
connections.

We also assume full control of the D2D links as managed
by the network operator. To characterize the system behavior,
consider a two-dimensional stochastic process ; = {;(�) =(?(�), @(�)), � ∈ A+} with the state space:� = ⋃

�≥0
��, with �� = {� = (3, �) : � = 0, 3} , (17)

where 3 is the number of users in the system and � is the
number of occupied D2D links.	e state space of the process

; is demonstrated in Figure 3 together with its transition
graph.

	e subsets �0 = {(0, 0)} and �1 = {(1, 0)} represent
a single state, the subsets �2 = {(2, 0), (2, 1)} and �3 ={(3, 0), (3, 1)} contain two states, the subsets �4 = {(4, 0), (4,1), (4, 2)} and �5 = {(5, 0), (5, 1) (5, 2)} contain three states,
and only for 3 ≥ 6 the number of states is equal to four. Note
that in case where the servers and/or users are heterogeneous,
to describe the system behavior with a Markov process, the
subsets of states �� with a �xed number 3 of users in the
system should be detailed in order to show the con�gura-
tion of the busy servers. With the help of the constructed
stochastic process ;(�), we will study the quality-of-service
(QoS)metrics in the considered system, i.e., the probability of
a connection loss (when a user with no ongoing session leaves
the service area), the probability of connection unavailability
(when there are no vacant channels in the system), and the
average number of busy channels.

Under the given assumptions, the process ;(�) may be
considered as Markov, and its transition intensities have the
following forms:

(1) C� is the transition intensity from the state (3, �) to the
state (3 + 1, �), which occurs when a user enters the
system.

(2) D(�,	) is the transition intensity from the state (3, �) to
the state (3 − 1, �), which occurs when a user with no
ongoing session leaves the system.

(3) D−(�,	) is the transition intensity from the state (3, �) to
the state (3 − 1, � − 1), which occurs when a user with
an ongoing session leaves the system.

(4) �(�,	) is the transition intensity from the state (3, �) to
the state (3, � + 1), which occurs when a user with no
ongoing session initiates a session.

(5) F(�,	) is the transition intensity from the state (3, �) to
the state (3, � − 1), which occurs when a user with an
ongoing session ends this session.

Consider the state (3, �). Since � channels are occupied
by exactly 2� users (2 users are connected via a single D2D
link), the number of users with no ongoing session is 3 − 2�,
the number of users with an ongoing session is 2�, and the
number of possible ways to choose a pair of users out of3 − 2� nonbusy users to initiate a session is ( �−2	2 ). 	erefore,
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we arrive at the following expressions for the transition
intensities: C� = C,D(�,	) = (3 − 2�) D,D−(�,	) = 2�D,�(�,	) = (3 − 2�2 )�,F(�,	) = 2�F,

(18)

where � = 0 for 3 = 0, 1, � = 0, 1 for 3 = 2, 3, � = 0, 1, 2 for3 = 4, 5, and � = 0, 1, 2, 3 for 3 ≥ 6.

	e process transition intensity matrix has the following
blockwise structure

B =(�0 Q0 0 0 0 . . .R1 �1 Q1 0 0 . . .0 R2 �2 Q2 0 . . .... ... ... ... ... d

), (19)

where the 3-th blockwise row corresponds to the subset �� of
states forwhich 3users are present in the system,R� describes
the output from this subset to the subset with 3 − 1 users in
the system, �� describes the transitions inside the subset with3 users in the system, and Q� contains the output intensities
from the subset �� to the subset ��+1. Transition matrices for
the considered example are as follows:�0 = −C,Q0 = C. (20)R1 = D,�1 = − (C + D) ,Q1 = (C 0) . (21)

R2 = (2D2D) ,Q2 = (C 00 C) . (22)

�2 = (− (C + 2D + �) �2F − (C + 2D + 2F)) . (23)

R3 = (3D 02D D) ,Q3 = (C 0 00 C 0) . (24)

�3 = (− (C + 3D + 3�) 3�2F − (C + 3D + 2F)) . (25)

R4 = (4D 02D 2D0 4D) ,
Q4 = (C 0 0 00 C 0 00 0 C 0) . (26)

�4 = (−(C + 4D + 6�) 6� 02F − (C + 4D + 2� + 2F) 2�0 2F − (C + 2F + 4D)) . (27)
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R5 = (5D 0 02D 3D 00 4D D) ,
Q5 = (C 0 0 00 C 0 00 0 C 0) . (28)

�5 = (− (C + 5D + 10�) 10� 02F − (C + 5D + 3� + 2F) 3�0 4F − (C + 4F + 5D)) . (29)

Further, for 3 ≥ 6, the matrices have the form

R� =(3D 0 0 02D (3 − 2) D 0 00 4D (3 − 4) D 00 0 6D (3 − 6) D) ,
Q� =(C 0 0 00 C 0 00 0 C 00 0 0 C).

(30)

�� =(((((
(

−_(�,0) (32)� 0 02F −_(�,1) (3 − 22 )� 00 4F −_(�,2) (3 − 42 )�0 0 6F −_(�,3)
)))))
)

, (31)

where the diagonal elements are

_�,0 = (C + 3D + (32)�) ,_�,1 = (C + 3D + (3 − 22 )� + 2F) , (32)

_�,2 = (C + (3 − 42 )� + 4F + 3D) ,_�,3 = (C + 6F + 3D) . (33)

	e blockwise form of the matrix B represents the
steady-state probability (s.s.p.) vector in the blockwise

form of the appropriate dimensions that provides 5→�T =

(�0, �1, 5→� 2, . . . , 5→� �, . . .). Hence, the balance equations may be
represented as0 = −C�0 + D�1,0 = C�0 − (C + D) �1 + 2D (� (2, 0) + � (2, 1)) ,0 = �1Q1 + 5→�T

2�2 + 5→�T

3R3,0 = 5→�T

�−1Q�−1 + 5→�T

��� + 5→�T

�+1R�+1, 3 ≥ 3
(34)

with the normalizing condition�0 + �1 + ∞∑
�=2

5→�T

�
5→1 = 1, (35)

where
5→1 is a column-vector, while its components are equal

to 1.
By using R�, ��, Q� for 3 ≥ 3, we arrive atR�−15→1 = (3 − 1) D5→1 ,��5→1 = − (C + 3D)5→1 ,Q�+15→1 = C5→1 . (36)

Further, we multiply (34) by
5→1 as�� = 5→�T

�
5→1 , (37)

with the following birth-and-death s.s.p. equation:C��−1 − (C + 3D)�� + (3 + 1) D��+1 = 0. (38)

For 3 ≥ 3, this gives usC��−13D�� = C�� (3 + 1) D��+1. (39)

However, the same equalities can be obtained from (34),
thus con�rming it for 3 ≤ 3:0 = C�0D�1 = C�12D�2 = C�� (3 + 1) D��+1. (40)
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	e solution to this system of equations for all 3 ≥ 0 with
the normalizing condition (35) and with d = C/D is

�� = C3D��−1 = d�3! �0 = d�3! $−�, (41)

which is a Poisson distribution of the number of users in the
system.

In order to calculate the probabilities of interest, there
is a need to evaluate �(�,	), which requires a more detailed
analysis. To achieve this goal, the process ; on the sep-
arate subset of states should be considered as �� ={(3, 0); (3, 1); (3, 2); (3, 3)}. Taking into account ; and its
transition graph (see Figure 3), it is clear that each of the sub-
sets �0, �1 contains only one state; hence, the corresponding
probabilities are given with (41) as�0 = $−�,�1 = d$−�. (42)

For the subsets ��, the process; is a birth-death process
with the birth �(�,	) = ( �−2	2 ) � and death F(�,	) = 2�F
(see Figure 3) intensities. 	erefore, the detailed balance
equations may be utilized to establish the results for 3 = 2, 3:

(32)��(�,0) = 2F�(�,1), (43)

additionally for 3 = 4, 5
(3 − 22 )��(�,1) = 4F�(�,2), (44)

at least for all 3 ≥ 6, and
(3 − 42 )��(�,2) = 6F�(�,3). (45)

For the probabilities of the subsets ��, by taking into
account (41) and using the notation f = �/F, the following
expressions for the probabilities�(�,	) for 3 ≥ 2 can be derived:

�(2,0) = 11 + f/2 d22! $−�,�(2,1) = f/21 + f/2 d22! $−�, (46)

�(3,0) = 11 + (3/2) f d33! $−�,�(3,1) = (3/2) f1 + (3/2) f d33! $−�, (47)

�(4,0) = 11 + 3f (1 + (1/4) f) d44! $−�,�(4,1) = 3f1 + 3f (1 + (1/4) f) d44! $−�,�(4,2) = (3/4) f21 + 3f (1 + (1/4) f) d44! $−�,
(48)

�(5,0) = 11 + 5f (1 + (3/4) f) d55! $−�,�(5,1) = 5f1 + 5f (1 + (3/4) f) d55! $−�,�(5,2) = (15/4) f21 + 5f (1 + (3/4) f) d55! $−�.
(49)

For 3 ≥ 6, the following holds:
�(�,0) = 8�d�3! $−�,�(�,1) = 8� 3 (3 − 1)4 fd�3! $−�,�(�,2) = 8� 3 (3 − 1)4 f (1 + (3 − 2) (3 − 3)8 f) d�3! $−�,�(�,3) = 8� 3 (3 − 1)4⋅ f (1 + (3 − 2) (3 − 3)8 f(1 + (3 − 4) (3 − 5)12 f))
⋅ d�3! $−�,

(50)

where

8� = [1 + (3 (3 − 1)4 f (3
+ (3 − 2) (3 − 3)8 f(2 + (3 − 4) (3 − 5)12 f)))]−1 . (51)

Based on the above set of probabilities, it is possible
to calculate the sought QoS characteristics, such as the
following.

(1) Probability of a connection loss �loss due to leaving
the AAP coverage area by one of the users: Here, a
loss of connection occurs in case where the process
transitions from the state (3, �) to the state (3−1, �−1),
which is only possible for the states (3, �) with � > 0
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Figure 4: Probability �loss versus di
erent values of f and d.
and 3 ≥ 2. Hence, the connection loss may be derived
as�loss = �(2,1) 2DC + 2D + 2F + �(3,1) 2DC + D + 2F + 2D+ �(4,1) 2DC + 4D + � + 2F + �(4,2) 4DC + 4D + 2F+ �(5,1) 2DC + 5D + 3� + 2F + �(5,2) 4DC + 5D + 4F+ ∑
�≥6

(�(�,1) 2DC + 3D + ( �−22 ) � + 2F+ �(�,2) 4DC + 3D + ( �−42 ) � + 4F+ �(�,3) 6DC + 3D + 6F) .

(52)

	e plots of the loss probabilities �loss versus the
parameters d and f are given in Figure 4. Since the
parameter f is de�ned as a ratio between the session
initiation intensity � and the intensity of the session
termination ow F, the physical meaning of this
parameter is the channel load.	e parameter d = C/D
is the system load factor (or tra�c load), which can be
interpreted as a relative rate of populating the cell by
the outside users.

	en, it is obvious that, at the zero level of d, i.e.,
when no users are entering the cell, the connection
loss probability �loss remains zero for any value of
the parameter f. However, as the system load factord increases, the probability �loss also grows, as it
can be observed in Figure 4: the higher the value
of the parameter f is, the steeper the curve of �loss
on f becomes. 	is behavior is easily explained by
the fact that both parameters a
ect the occupation
intensity for the free channels, which are limited in
their number, by the users entering the cell. Since

the users leave the cell regardless of whether they
occupy the server (channel) or not, the probability of
a connection loss increases with the growth of either
parameter.

(2) Probability that � D2D channels are currently occu-
pied is �	,busy = ∑

�≥2
�(�,	), (53)

while the mean number of busy channels is�busy-mean = ∑
1≤	≤3

��	,busy , (54)

and the connection unavailability intensity isD�busy-mean.

(3) Probability of a connection unavailability state is
possible to derive only if the number of users is not
less than 6. Hence, the probability of a connection
unavailability becomes�unav = ∑

�:	=3
� (�) = ∑

�≥6
�(�,3), (55)

while the intensity of unavailable connections is��unav.
	e plots for the unavailability probabilities �unav versus

the parameters d and f are displayed in Figure 5.	e behavior
of the curves of the connection unavailability probability�unav is similar in many ways to that of �loss, as �unav
directly correlates with the parameters f and d. If the value
of any of the associated parameters is zero, the probability
of a connection unavailability is also zero, since either the
system lacks users (parameter d), or there are no users
willing to initiate a connection session, i.e., zero loads on the
channels (parameter f). As each of these parameters grows,
the probability to have an available unoccupied channel for
establishing another connection between the activating users
decreases.
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Figure 5: Probability �unav versus di
erent values of f and d.
	e considered model admits useful generalizations that

may include di
erent types of heterogeneous users, di
erent
types of input processes for the outside users, and di
erent
mechanisms of their service.

5. Conclusion

In today’s wireless networks, multiple enablers are available
to o�oad the expensive cellular spectrum, thus allowing
utilization of more e�cient short-range radio technologies
for user content dissemination. 	is work proposed a novel
mathematical framework that enables assessing the impact of
network o�oading on the probabilistic characteristics related
to the quality of service. We demonstrated that our developed
modelmay be employedwhen an aerial access point conducts
D2D link management based on the channel and system
loads. 	e results reported useful knowledge of connection
unavailability and connection loss probabilities.
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